Traditional access control systems are complex, difficult-to-install closed systems. Unlock the possibility of open seamless integration with Anixter, Axis and SimonsVoss. Through our partnership, we are able to present you with the following offering to meet your secure access control requirements.

**INTELLIGENT WIRELESS LOCK INTEGRATION**

Axis A1001 Network Door Controller and SimonsVoss SmartIntego

- Common platform for wireless locks and wired door controllers
- Minimising network infrastructure
- Eliminating complex wiring
- UPS compatible
- PoE for door controllers
- Simplified network configuration
- Real-time activity reporting
- 868 MHz communication frequency
- Multiple card formats supported per lock

**Wireless Door Monitoring**

- Door locked/unlocked, open/closed, internal handle

**IP Network-Based**

- Fully integrated and managed by one location

**Innovation**

- Scalable solution and future-proof

**Solving Challenges**

- Reducing installation complexity
- Extending battery life with low-energy components
- Minimising network infrastructure
- Improving door security
- Configuring the system

**Streamlined Implementation**

**Components**

- Network switch
- Wireless gateway
- Access controller
- Wireless lock

**Configuration**

- Entry Manager platform
- A1001 controller
- GatewayNode
- SmartIntego locks
- Configuration tools
- Axis readers
- Axis I/O modules

**Delivery**

- Reduced lead time
- Inventory availability
- Custom packaging, kitting and labelling
- Time-sensitive delivery options
- Staged project shipping
SOLUTION FEATURES

• Each Axis A1001 door controller can manage up to 16 SimonsVoss wireless locks and one hard-wired door reader.

• Up to 66 doors, including hardwired readers and wireless locks, can be connected.

• Axis and SimonsVoss solutions can be standalone (no server needed) or fully integrated solutions using an Axis software partner for enterprise installations.

• Axis solutions are open, IP-based and ONVIF-compliant.

Up to 16 smart devices per gateway and one hardwired reader per A1001 door controller.

Purchase exclusively through Anixter at anixter.com/security/emea

Global Reach. Local Advantage.

With Anixter, you get a true local partner around the world. No other distributor of our kind can claim an in-country presence in approximately 50 countries and in over 300 cities.

We do business in more than 35 currencies and 30 languages, which means we are uniquely positioned to help facilitate your project in the local environment, reduce risks and keep costs down.